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Abstract
The working time of a single mine surveyor or the working time of a whole “Mine
Surveying Ergatic System” (MSES) depends on various factors. These factors are:
different qualities of a surveyor as a professional and a person, his emotion and attention, accuracy and comfort of mine surveying instruments, and the mine working
environment. These factors make it possible to conclude the MSES working time to
be a stochastic quality. In our research, a unimodal alpha-distribution was used. We
have studied the working time of 1 type of MSES: “measurements of horizontal angle”. More than 80 mine surveyors and students have taken part in the experiments.
The alpha-graphic line shows an accurate interpretation of different points, so it may
be used in testing mine surveyors’ professional skills.
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1. Introduction
Men differ from each other in physiological and psychological qualities. It means that
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they differ in their individuality [1]-[3]. Mine surveying is fulfilled by a group of people,
including a mine surveyor (a specialist) and one or two mine workers. The mine surveying team works in a certain mining environment. Hence one can see a functioning
system: human being (a mine surveyor)—equipment (a surveying instrument)—mining environment. Such system is called a mine surveying ergatic system (MSES) [4]-[6].
So a mine surveyor is the MSES centre. Nowadays the MSES productivity improvement
is possible by taking into consideration the human factor [7] [8]. It means that it is necessary to research the MSES centre (the mine surveyor because he is responsible for
MSES productivity) [9]. While analyzing the mine surveying human factor, one can see
that productivity and quality of a mine surveyor labour depend on the mine surveyor himself, on his professionalism, on his knowledge and skill, on his psychophysiological state.
High labour productivity is impossible without great emotional tension. Emotion is a
psychical process, which reflects human relation to outer irritants or to his own being.
Emotion force strengthens the organism or depresses it. Emotions may be positive or
negative. Positive emotions appear when the information Ir (Information real), which a
human being has, is more than prognostical Ipr one (Information prognostical), i.e.
when Ir > Ipr.; negative emotions arise in an opposite case, i.e. when Ir < Ipr [1]-[3] [10].
The difference of values Ir and Ipr defines emotional tension, which shows the
strength of mobilization (concentration, stamina, etc.) of the worker functions to fulfill
various tasks [2] [8] [11]. Any human activity has optimal emotional tension when the
human actions are the most effective. Decreasing of emotions slackens working activity.
Great emotional tension disorganizes the whole work and the optimal way of achieving
the target [1] [2].
Attention is of great importance for a successful activity. Attention is elective mental
readiness to define reactions to strictly designated signals. Attention becomes more
concentrated if the “where, when and what” information signal appears and when the
reaction to this signal is expected. The ideal human working state is the state of attention with certain emotional tension [3] [4] [11] [12].
The goal of this article is to show that the mine surveying work time is a random
value and how to use it to appreciate a surveyor’s experience.

2. Theory
Work productivity of a concrete mine surveyor in definite environment is different and
may change during the working time [3] [8] [11] [12]. During the surveying of mines
and outputs a mine surveyor must get and estimate the information about the objects
having been surveyed or geological and mine conditions. He has to take a true and appropriate decision in order to formulate proper knowledge about the mine enterprise.
This working aspect of mine surveying has a very important meaning. Many mine surveyors mark this aspect as a serious improving factor of work tension. It was found as a
result of pilot questionnaire among mine surveyors in Vorkuta at a coal company
“Vorkutaugol” [5]-[8].
However, while considering surveyor work productivity, we may not get all values of
work productivity, because there must be the minimum (amin) and maximum (amax)
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productivity of the surveyor or of the whole MSES. The first one defines the weakest
skill in the profession. The second one corresponds to a high skilled specialist. It means
that there is a real productivity condition, expressed by an inequality [1] [13]:
amin ≤ a ≤ amax

(1)

in which a—current value of productivity.
This fact suggests that in practice it is necessary to use the truncated normal distribution of MSES survey or work productivity. This curve may be expressed by the formula
[13] [14]:
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where β = V/ma is relative volume of mine-surveyor’s work, α = aav/ma is a coefficient
of mine-surveyor’s work homogeneity, V—volume of mine-surveyor’s work, ma—labour productivity of a mine-surveyor, aav—average labour productivity.
The value (бета) is given in time units; the coefficient (alpha) has no units. It is
shown in [13], which for practical use of the alpha-distribution one is not obliged to
know the work volume V and characteristics ma and aav. But it is sufficient to determine
all them statistically.
The Equation (2), named alpha-distribution in [13], is obtained, taking into account
of the formula from [6]:
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in which aср—mean value of productivity; ma—mean square declination of labor productivity; K—normalizing factor that takes into consideration account features of the
distribution.
The factor K may be determined from the condition that the area between the x-axis
and the curve, given by Equation (3), is equal to unity (see Formula (4)).
1
K = amax
(4)
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The value of productivity amean and standard deviation ma of mine surveying work
productivity may be found experimentally by timing various MSES.
In our MSES functioning research we use the following formulas for calculation (α)
and (β) from [15]:
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where ti—amine surveyor working time, n—excerption volume.
The coefficient K, as it is shown in [3] [15], is practically equal to 1, if α ≥ 2. But
when α < 2, the following Formula (9) has to be used:
K=

=
where U1
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Laplas function.
For mine surveying tasks it is characteristic that the amount of a particular type of
surveying work is not accidental. But the time T of doing the job depends on the executor, the performance of his work and his personality. It means that mine surveyor
work time T is a random variable. So random mine surveyor work time T describes as
experience and skill of a separate surveyor and the functioning of the MSES as a whole.
The assessment of the time of surveying allows us to construct probable models of
MSES work [14].
While choosing the type of the theoretical distribution of working time it must be
considered that there is a small quantity of observations. We also should strive to ensure that the distribution parameters have clear physical meaning and dimension of
random variable. For surveying working time curve the asymmetry is expected due to
the large differences in performers’ individuality and conditions of mining surroundings. It is shown in [1] [3] [6] [11] [13] that for random variables of working time a
unimodal distribution with positive asymmetry is typical. In this case the following inequality has to exist:
tn ≤ tm ≤ tmе ≤ mt ≤ tk .

(7)

in which tn—the time of schedule (corresponding to amax); tm—mode of truncated distribution; tmе—median of the truncated distribution; mt—mathematical expectation of
random working time; tk—end work time (corresponding аmax).
The listed in (5) the characteristics of random variable time performance surveyor
satisfy the above requirements. It is not difficult to obtain their estimates by the experimental observations. Therefore, for an approximate description unimodal asymmetric
distribution of these characteristics fits better than moments of random variables.
We have assumed for the pilot project of constructing a mathematical model of the
MSES functioning the alpha-distribution.
Typical alpha-distributioncurve is given in Figure 1.
Characteristic points of this distribution shown in Figure 1 are the following: tn—the
graphic beginning, tm—the alpha-distribution mode, tme—the alpha-distribution median, tk—the graphic end.
The computer analysis of alpha-distribution curve for different α and β has shown,
that α and β parameters influence the alpha-distribution shape: when decreasing α and
increasing β alpha-distribution curve becomes more declivous and more asymmetric.
The functions tM β and tM θ from α are given in Figure 2 [1] [3].
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Figure 1. Typical alpha-distribution curve.

Figure 2. Functions of relations tM β and tM θ from α.

3. Experiment
The parameters α and β have been calculated by Formulae (5) for MSES “horizontal
angle measurements by one stroke” and for MSES “gyro definitions”. It was obtained
for MSES: gyro definitions”: α = 2.75 and β = 56.185 min. The mode volume has been

(

)

calculated by the formula
=
tM β 4 a 2 + 8 − α and the points of alpha-distribution
density graphic are calculated by equation (7). This graphic is shown in Figure 3, where

α = 2.75; β = 56.18 min; tм = 16.9 min; tмe = 20.4 min.
We have got for MSES “horizontal angle measurements by one stroke” α = 2.13; β =
9.31 min, tм = 3.3 min. The points of alpha-distribution have been calculated by Equation (5). This curve is given in Figure 4.
The time of these tasks’ fulfillment is better described by the alpha-distribution due
to the analyses according to Kolmogorov’s and David’s criteria. The characteristic
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Figure 3. Alpha-distribution density of MSES “gyrodefinitions”.

Figure 4. Alpha-distribution density of MSES “horizontal angle measurements by one stroke”.

points of the alpha-distribution of MSES working time random value have accurate interpretation: tb—the interval beginning or the minimum working time, that is the result
of the best mine surveyor in the mining firm. The alpha-distribution mod a (tm) is the
working time of a highly experienced mine surveyor. The value tme is the alpha-distribution median or the task fulfillment time which is set in fixing of output rates’ books.
The value tat is the mathematical expectation of alpha-distribution, i.e. task fulfillment
time necessary to certify a mine surveyor. The value tk is the time interval end or the
task fulfillment time in professional grading of mine surveying students.
Such characteristics of alpha-distribution curve can be obtained from technical resource books or by time studying of mine surveying tasks. Therefore the time fulfillment of the given MSES characterizes the whole MSES activity. It shows both the professional skills and experience of a mine surveyor and the quality of working in a team.
Time index indicates MSES arrangement, shows the MSES productivity and psychophysiological state of workers. According to our experiment the coefficient α ≥ 2, but
not more than 5, as mine surveying is carried out by versatile staff [13]. The meaning of
the coefficient α > 2 has been proved by the experiment [3] [16]. The alpha-distribution
graphic may be used to certify mine surveyors if we choose appropriate task fulfillment
time.

4. Conclusions
1) Work time of a mine surveyor and his team, i.e. MSES, is a random variable distributed according to the Normal law.
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2) A surveyor’s working time may be characterized by truncated unimodal probability
alpha-distribution.
3) Mine surveyor’s working time schedule is well corresponded by an alpha-distribution, characteristic points of which have clear interpretations.
4) The alpha-distribution suits better for the surveyors’ skill interpretation than a triangle one, studied in [17].
5) Experimental constructions of specified schedule for the surveying works “measure
of the horizontal angle by one stroke” and “gyrodefinition” have shown that these
graphs can be used for hands-on testing and certification of mine surveyors or geodesists.
6) The ideas proposed in the article permit to use chronometric measurements for determinating a surveyor’s skill in order to employ a mine-surveyor to fulfill proper
and more difficult tasks.
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